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To my children Zelma, Daniel and Dayne
I was blessed when you were chosen to be part of my life. I love
the three of you unconditionally.
Mum xxx
To my wonderful husband, Boyd Wyatt
without your love, support and helping me with this book, my
story would never be told. I love you immensely.
Hope gives us a reason to keep going
Faith can move mountains
Love conquers all!
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Author’s Note

T

his book results from a forty-year journey of slowly facing
up to and dealing with memories I had suppressed. I have
written my story as I experienced and witnessed it, leaving
nothing out. I have told the truth as I lived and perceived it. To
a child the world is new, mysterious and terrifying. I regarded as
normal much of what I saw and suffered. The knowledge that
my experience was not normal came with passing years and my
insatiable desire to know my place and identity in this world.
I know my story will displease some members of my extended
family, but I felt compelled to write it and I make no apology
for telling the truth. A major force in facing and confronting
memories that I would rather forget is a relentless voice deep
within me, driving me on to finally bring this into the light.
In order to protect the privacy and dignity of others, I have
disguised the names of all my siblings, their spouses and their
children. My parents and other names are real, and so are all the
events written in this book.
I am deeply grateful for the support and encouragement I
have received. Fortunately, I was able to speak to many people who
also witnessed the events of which I write. Often they confirmed
my recollections and added first-hand accounts of events that
I had forgotten or driven from my memory. I fear that if I had
further delayed the telling of my story, many witnesses would no
longer have been alive to confirm what I recount. I am also aware
ix
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that in such an enlightened and modern world the occult and
spiritual elements I describe may seem fanciful or pure fiction.
Nonetheless, I have written about these events exactly as I saw
and experienced them. The memory of them is as vivid as if I saw
them yesterday.
This is the story of a little girl who escaped the clutches of
evil and ultimately triumphed through the devotion and support
of those who truly loved her.

x

Foreword - Historical Context

F

or you to better understand my story I must ask you to read
a brief description about the Samoan culture into which I
was born. As with all human cultures, it shares a great many
similarities to others, yet at the same time has facets that are
markedly different. These differences can be subtle or at times
jarringly opposite to another cultures’ sensibilities. These
differences can have profound effects when cultures merge.
With the onset of Westernisation, it is a world that is changing
rapidly, not always for the better. The noble Samoan traditions
are being discarded, while the best aspects of Western democracy
are shunned. What remains can sometimes combine the least
attractive aspects of the two traditions.
Samoa, formerly known as Western Samoa, lies in the central
South Pacific, 2,613 miles south-west of Hawaii and 1,800
miles north-east of New Zealand. The islands of Samoa were
created by volcanic eruptions. Huge plugs of magma thrust out
of the boiling sea then slowly cooled and hardened, forming
jagged black peaks amid the bright blue of the Pacific Ocean.
Over eons, lush tropical rainforest covered the peaks, attracting
the migratory birds and animals of the Pacific regions. Other
creatures thrived and multiplied until all of the islands hosted
varied and abundant life. So it remained for millennia until the
last of the ocean wanderers reached the islands 2,800 years ago.
They are now known as the Polynesians.
xi
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The two main islands in Samoa are Upolu and Savaii. Upolu,
where I was born, is about 1,115 square kilometres and Apia, the
capital city of Samoa, is located on the central north coast. Upolu
is the main administrative island of independent Samoa. There
are 362 villages in Samoa and it is divided into eleven political
districts known as Itumalo.
A fringing reef about 100 metres from the shore rings most of
Upolu and provides a barrier against the fierce storms blowing in
from the Pacific. The shallow, coral-filled lagoons the reef creates
are safe fishing grounds for the villages nestled along the shoreline.
In early times before the clash of cultures, an abundance of fruit,
coconuts, fish, birds and animals resulted in a relaxed and plentiful
life. The basic staples of existence came with little effort. The
resulting leisure time fostered a cultural heritage rich in music,
song, complex rituals and stories. In almost complete isolation,
the Samoans developed unique skills and sophisticated medical
practises that many other cultures might envy.
Island legend predicted that a light-skinned people from
across the sea would arrive on white clouds of thunder. The
impression made by the early European ships, with their billowing
sails and invincible cannons, was that these strangers could only
be the people of legend. Samoans, in contrast to other nations,
embraced the new arrivals, expecting them to herald the dawn of
a great new age prophesied since ancient times. Samoans called
the European people Palagi, which translates as “thunder cloud.”
Contact with Europeans began in the early 18th century, but
did not intensify until the arrival of the British. By the 19th
century, missionaries had settled on the islands, and in the latter
part of the 19th century, the United Kingdom, Germany and
the United States all claimed parts of the Samoan Islands. A
treaty made Germany the colonial power on the western island of
Samoa, while the US controlled the eastern island, now American
xii
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Samoa. By the second half of the 19th century, Germany’s
influence in Samoa dominated, expanding with flourishing and
highly profitable coconut and cocoa plantations. Later, with the
outbreak of the First World War, New Zealand occupied the
German sector. Samoa became independent from New Zealand
in 1962.
The German administration, four years into their reign over
Samoa, shipped in Chinese and Melanesian labourers. The workers
frequently and bitterly complained about the tough working
conditions and brutal physical punishment by the Germans,
but during the uncertainty and political chaos in Samoa their
plight was largely ignored. Germany’s relatively late imposition
of effective colonial government prolonged the experience of the
frontier ethic. As a consequence, interracial liaisons were more or
less accepted and this accelerated the development of a mixedrace community. There were no prohibitions to children of mixed
heritage inheriting family properties and businesses. Many of
them had been educated as Europeans but retained strong ties
to the Samoan kinship system, the Aiga, which gave them many
considerable advantages in life.
The Samoan kings and chiefs, with the wisdom and pragmatism
that made them powerful rulers, adapted to these cultural changes
with ease. A collision of cultures is seldom without hardship,
especially when each culture formed in isolation from the other.
Nevertheless, Samoan pragmatism certainly appeared to ease
the process. Having said that, laws and customs that served one
system well often clashed violently when a merger was forced.
To an outside observer, it might have seemed obvious that
neither system could function successfully with the conflicts that
arose in modernising a feudal system of chiefs and kings into a
western democracy. It would probably also not be unfair to say
that the kings and chiefs didn’t take kindly to losing some of their
xiii
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privilege and power in this brave new world. The political and
economic systems established by the Germans were maintained
but not strictly enforced if dealing with traditional matters. This
ultimately resulted in Samoans returning to their communal way
of life based on Fa’a Samoa (the way of Samoa), customs and
traditions the Germans had vigorously tried to suppress if they
were seen as contrary to German interests.
Ancestral links to family identity are the focus of ritual
obligations in Samoan culture. The Fa’a Samoa custom, in most
cases, takes priority over an individual’s immediate needs. This
level of tight social integration and responsibility is the reason
there are no homeless people on the island. A tight family and
village network guarantees no one goes hungry and no one is
forced to deal with a trial or hardship alone.

Family (Aiga)
The vital foundation of Samoan society is the extended family unit
or kinship group called the aiga. The Samoan family, in contrast
to the Western version, includes everyone descended from the
family line of both parents. With brothers, sisters, aunties and
uncles and all of their children, first, second and third cousins
and all of their children, at times the extended family can seem
a confusing and convoluted alliance bound by blood ties. But
families take pride and gather strength from banding together;
this system is the core of Samoan society.

Chief (Matai)
In Samoan tradition, a chief makes all the important decisions,
and all of his children and their families must comply. Every
aiga has a matai, usually the head of the family. A matai plays an
xiv
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important role in daily life and represents the family at village
council meetings. The matai settles family disputes and makes
decisions in what he regards as the best interests of the entire clan.
He dictates to his children and their spouses and corrects them if
needed. His decision is law and must be obeyed without question.
The Samoans believe that ‘the way to authority is through service’,
and so the cycle continues. The matais have a right to impose fines
or punishments depending on the gravity of the offences, and
hence unity and obedience have developed into revered tradition
in Samoan life.

Samoan Way (Fa’a Samoa)
Traditional dress, customs and complicated rituals reflect the
strong family and tribal allegiances that remain to this day.
The culture and custom known as Fa’a Samoa remains a potent
regulator of people’s lives, often causing hardship when mixed
with the demands of modern life. This is partly due to the fact that
Samoan culture is divided into many aspects. Religion, traditional
ceremonies, funerals and weddings are all events that Samoan
people support as a central part of their lives. Unfortunately, some
have abused and used the custom for their own benefits.

Christianity
In general, Christianity is crucial to the lives of Samoan people.
Nearly 100% of the Samoan population is Christian. The three
main denominations are the Roman Catholic Church, the
Congregational Christian Church of Samoa and the Methodist
Church. Around the mid-20th century, other groups such as
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (Mormon),
the Seventh Day Adventists, and the Assembly of God started
xv
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to spread throughout Samoa, and have continued to grow in
influence. Consequently, Sunday remains a day of worship and
rest in Samoa and must be respected by everyone.

Spirituality
Despite Samoans’ enthusiastic adoption of Christianity, ancestral
spiritual beliefs have not been forgotten. Samoans see no
contradiction in blending beliefs of many kinds. It is common
to believe in ghosts (aitu), demons, and in the reality of the dead
moving among the living; such apparitions are mostly ignored
unless they conflict with the living. Even today, both uneducated
and highly educated Samoan’s belief in aitu is common and
viewed as nothing unusual. Samoans also believe strongly that
the spirits of deceased relatives will harass or even possess a living
ancestor if some traditional social convention has been violated.
The Taulasea (spiritual healer or traditional healer) was as
important in the old medical system as were the herbal and
physiological practitioners. They have a long history of highly
regarded service in Samoa. All displayed high levels of effectiveness
in their respective disciplines. These spiritual healers were called
in when the dead caused problems for the living.

Discipline and Violence
Beating held particular meaning for a child in traditional Samoa.
Once a child’s behaviour offended an adult, whether at home,
in the village, in church or at school, punishment was swift. The
adults showed no mercy; they did not talk of compromise or
warnings, only consequences. Even if the child had been hit or
strapped at school or Sunday school, a message would be sent
home and the child would receive more punishment. Rules and
xvi
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harsh discipline are the norm in Samoan families. The adult’s
words were never to be debated or challenged. Children were
not to make mistakes but to strive to be respectful and to please,
showing good manners at all times.
I was born into this turbulent and confusing time in Samoa,
a living example of the merge of two cultures who never truly
belonged to either.

xvii

Prologue

24 September 2013

I

am now in my fifties and am rushing to see my sick mother
whom I vowed ten years ago I would have nothing to do with
ever again.
Our flight to Pago Pago, American Samoa, was scheduled
for 10am. My brother Jonathan knocked at my bedroom door
teasing that we were going to miss our plane. I knew he only
wanted us to talk some more before I left. I was apprehensive
about my trip and talking more would not help. My brother and
I had always enjoyed a tremendous relationship even though
we only shared one biological parent. I am the only child of
my mother and father’s relationship, but between them they
supplied me with nineteen siblings in total. Jonathan was
the second eldest child of my father and stepmother. I didn’t
need to check the time when he rapped on the door, I was
already wide-awake. My thirteen-year-old son Dayne and I had
arrived in Samoa from Brisbane, Australia a few days earlier.
I had been unable to get a good night’s rest since my arrival.
Extreme conflicts of emotion and tumultuous thoughts swirled
through my mind allowing me no peace. They were my constant
companions.
The day before, while we were in Apia sorting out our tickets
in front of a shabby shop next to the travel agent, we’d spotted a
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maltreated, malnourished, homeless dog. He was a pitiful sight
with his rib cage prominent through his mangy brown coat. His
sagging testicles looked raw, as though they would drop off if the
wind picked up. My heart ached for this loathsome mongrel who
in many ways reminded me of my younger self. It was impossible
for me to ignore his pitiful suffering, so I rushed into the store
looking for some meat to feed him.
“Sorry, we are more of a craft shop. We do have sandwiches
though,” the shopkeeper told me.
“It’s for a dog. Do you have any with meat?” I asked in a panic,
as though the dog had only a few seconds to live and I had to be
the one to save him.
“We only have two ham, cheese and tomato sandwiches left.
The rest are tuna,” he informed me with a quizzical expression.
I paid for the lot and raced back out to feed the dog, much to
the amazement of local folk standing outside the shop. The dog’s
sad, dull eyes were watery, as if he had been crying his entire life
just for someone to give a damn. Weakly, he wagged his tail to
show me his appreciation.
“That dog is not used to eating like that, it might kill him
with the sudden shock of so much rich food,” one man called
out.
“At least he would die knowing that someone showed him
kindness,” I snapped back. From my reaction to that incident, I
felt my decision to go to my mother was right.
Glancing at my watch, I saw it was 7am. I needed to check in
half an hour before the flight, leaving me quite a chunk of time
on my hands. I dreaded the empty time, knowing all the past
hurts and terrors would come flooding back. There were so many
things I wished I could erase from memory; perhaps that was
why I had to return. I needed closure, as well as answers, while my
mother still had the breath to give them to me. When I was first
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told that my mother was deteriorating, slowly losing her faculties
from dementia, I nearly paid my fare the next day to rush to be by
her side. I was thwarted from taking that step immediately as a
tidal wave of bad memories washed over me like a tsunami. They
twisted and turned in my psyche to the point where they caused
me physical pain.
I had been planning the trip for six months by the time
I left Australia. Nevertheless, as I lay on a single bed in
the downstairs room of my brother’s home, I found myself
gasping for air to placate the raging anxiety that once again
roared with deafening ferocity. Thank goodness for the chaos
at Jonathan’s farm, it was sufficient to distract me from the
negative thoughts that started to overwhelm me. I actually
sensed a smile spreading across my lips, subduing the roaring
rage of uneasiness when I heard my son chatting and laughing
with his cousins outside, or my brother barking out orders to
his children. In fact, I discovered I was giggling to myself at
the delightful dysfunctional normality of it all. Jonathan, his
wife and their nine children lived on their farm at Aleisa. It
was pleasantly cooler where they lived in the mountains just
below the rainforest, a welcome refuge from the constant heat
and humidity on the coast. Their parcel of land was previously
part of the Schwalger family estates and very well known in the
area.
Gazing around my green-walled and curtain less room that
first glowed orange with an amazing morning sunrise, I was now
almost blinded by the bright Samoan sun, which now blasted
dazzling light into my temporary dorm. Jonathan’s rooster began
to crow close to the room, which in turn appeared to alert the
cows that it was time to moo (or perhaps they were telling the
cock to shut the hell up, I couldn’t be sure). My attention drifted
to the mirrored wardrobe next to my bed. The vision prompted
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an instant recall of my Auntie Tilie and Uncle Bentzen. That
same piece of furniture was once situated in the bedroom of my
Auntie’s estate. It was imposing and solid like any quality antique
should be. Seeing it also brought back terrifying memories of
the dread apparitions I had seen in that very same mirror. I
quickly shifted my gaze, not wishing to recall or reconnect with
whatever those things were. Instead, I glanced over to my son’s
empty single bed with dusty old suitcases underneath it. Faded
and age worn family photo albums lay precariously stacked on
a table in the corner.
I had a few hours before departing so I sat on the grimy,
cold concrete floor and browsed through piles of photo albums.
Photographs of my Auntie Tilie and Uncle Bentzen fluttered out
from between some of the albums. Seeing them spread out on
the floor brought tears of extreme sadness to my eyes, so much so
that they flooded unabated down my cheeks and landed on my
sweaty legs. In turn, more bitter memories were provoked into
tumbling out. I shook my head in disgust at my own weakness as
a pathetic human being. Deciding to take swift and affirmative
action, I quickly took out only the pictures I wanted to keep and
placed those safely in my suitcase. I had plans for the day ahead
and the reality was I needed to get on with it. It was at least
comforting to know that Jonathan’s wife Abbie and her daughter
were travelling with us.
As Jonathan drove us to the domestic airfield at Fagalii, I
glanced at my son sitting in the back seat of Jonathan’s blue van
happily playing with his cousins. It made me feel proud. Dayne
had told me what a beautiful country Samoa was and that I was
lucky to be born and brought up there. He also thanked me for
bringing him to Samoa. Like me, my son preferred the outdoors,
freedom, breathing in fresh air and being surrounded by animals,
children and people. We didn’t care where we slept, and simply
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being around my brother and his close-knit loving family filled
me with a sense of belonging.
Although the flight to American Samoa was brief, the
vistas were endless and spectacular. American Samoa had
high mountains surrounded by a sapphire sea, but it was not
as majestically beautiful as Upolu. Landing was almost a
disappointment, although perhaps that emotion wasn’t shared
by the other passengers as they all disembarked quickly, most
with family cars waiting for them. As though disappearing in a
puff of smoke, suddenly they were all gone. The four of us were
the last passengers left at an airport almost bereft of any trace of
humanity as we waited for someone collect us. Right on time, my
niece Jenny pulled up in a taxi. Abbie and her daughter could go
off shopping while we visited my mother.
“We won’t be long,” I shouted to them as we sped off.
By the time the taxi pulled into my mother’s driveway, my
damn anxiety started asserting itself again. My palms were
sweating so badly I had to constantly wipe them on my bright
summer dress. Fortunately for me, years of too many traumatic
experiences had taught me to be a great actress when it came
to hiding my real feelings. I had been doing it all my life. As
my tension mounted, the happier I pretended to be and the
louder I became in conversations. I guess somewhere in my
muddled brain I figured if I spoke loudly enough I wouldn’t
be able to hear my inner thoughts at all. The truth is, I lived in
fear of uncertainties and was terrified of my own overwhelming
emotions.
My sister Kina, my mother’s youngest daughter, screamed
with joy and ran from her house next door to greet us the moment
we pulled up. It had been over twenty years since we’d last seen
each other face-to-face. Although my sister was born and brought
up in New Zealand, she moved to American Samoa with the
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folks when she was a teenager. We hugged, we cried, we touched
each other’s faces – it was such a beautiful feeling to soak in that
genuine love full of happiness.
At last the time I both longed for and dreaded was finally
here. I was led into the main living area near the kitchen, which
due to her infirmity had become my mother’s room. The first
thing I noticed was the big wooden queen size bed, a few chairs, a
table, and a plasma TV sitting on the table by the window. It was
all clean and orderly. Just then, the toilet door three meters away
from the bed creaked slowly open. Framed in the doorway was a
very frail and feeble old woman shakily grasping a walking frame
as she struggled back towards her bed. She was only wearing a
lavalava (sarong) tied loosely around her chest. The gulf of years
between us instantly slipped away as quickly as a morning mist
in the hot sun. With no warning and against my will, tears welled
up in my eyes. I tilted my head back and tried with difficulty to
suppress a sob. I had promised myself, I had sworn solemnly on
everything I held sacred, that I would not cry. I turned away to
compose myself and dab my eyes. The last thing I wanted was to
lose it in front of my mother. I didn’t want her to see that she still
held such power over my emotions.
“Sieni, si au tama,” she stuttered out as she tried to talk through
her pain.
What? Had she just said “Sieni, my daughter”? All my life I
longed for this woman’s recognitions . . . but not like this. “What
was she playing at?” I asked myself.
“Mum, what happened to you?” I changed the subject as I
stepped forward to help her to a chair.
In that moment, the feeling of her now needing me and me
helping her filled me with a sense of self satisfaction, and that
was even more confusing. My mother was slurring, struggling to
both talk and walk; she had lost a staggering amount of weight.
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Her once raven black hair was now a listless grey, her smile
faint and edged with sorrow. She spoke like a little girl trying
to recall happy past events. This was definitely not the woman I
used to know, a woman who was once dominating and vibrant
with a fun personality. I recalled a distant memory, a vignette of
the past flickered through my mind that took me back to a time
when she used to laugh a lot. It had been a loud and contagious
laugh. When she told a joke she would have her family and
friends in stitches. Such was the irreverent sense of humour I
recalled. When she ate, she really ate with gusto, to the point
of stuffing her mouth until both cheeks looked like they were
about to explode. No matter what it was, she ate like it was the
most delicious food she’d ever tasted. Now she could barely eat
enough to sustain herself.
In decades long gone, my mother had been a very vain and
beautiful woman. She was five feet and eight inches tall with long,
sexy legs and a lovely figure crowned with exotic looks. In her
younger days she looked like an Asian model that you might see
on glossy calendars. Her long straight jet-black hair was always
a striking feature no matter how she styled it. I believe she had
the best genes from both her parents. Even in her wizened state
I could glimpse the faded beauty of her past. That jaded past was
now eclipsed by the fear, hopelessness and apathy in her eyes. It
seemed as she was barely with us.
While I tried to glean more about her condition from her
husband, mother kept eyeing me with a strange and unsettling
childish grin on her face. Feeling uncomfortable, I abruptly asked
her why she stared at me so.
“O lena lava ete aulelei. Ete aulelei i lau fanau uma,” she
haltingly and weakly uttered. It meant that I was the prettiest
of all her children. I do believe my heart skipped a beat, because
I could swear I heard sincerity in her words, even though they
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stung me to my very core. I was close to being outraged that she
would dare to say such a frivolous thing after the putrid past she’d
condemned me to.
I quickly glanced over at my sister Kina hugging my son,
attempting to ignore what our mother was saying. Then it
dawned on me, slowly but very deliberately I looked back
towards my mother. Our eyes met and locked, and I realised
she had never said anything like that to me before. She may
have thought it, maybe, but those words had never been uttered
from her lips. I had heard her praising her other daughters with
pride but never me. I found myself wondering if my mother
really meant what she just said. Or did she just say those things
to me because she was now totally dependent on others for her
survival?
That briefest of reunions was all I could stomach in the first
sitting. I would return the next day and assess what could and
should be said once I’d processed what had just transpired.
“Why are you going back so soon? Can’t you stay the night
with me?” mother begged.
“I can’t. My husband Boyd is arriving from Australia tomorrow
to join us. He will be expecting me to pick him up from Faleolo
airport,” I explained without a great deal of conviction and felt
proud of myself for saying no to her.
Back at the hotel, I couldn’t sleep a wink. Our flight back to
Samoa was booked for 12 noon the following day. We all awoke
early, packed our things and then waited for my stepfather to
pick us up to say our last goodbye to the woman I grudgingly
called my mother. On the way over, I asked stepfather to stop at
a local food store so I could buy my mother some freshly cooked
Samoan food. Part of the previous night’s processing manifested
some measure of real empathy, compassion and forgiveness in
me for this woman. For the first time I looked at the situation
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in front of me and felt the need to do what was right. No matter
what had transpired in the past, I believed it was only proper to
afford my mother some understanding and dignity. There was no
need to talk about the past or relive horrible memories. Perhaps
karma had intervened to save me the pain.
Having reached that cathartic decision, I felt a sense of relief,
as though past hurt was slowly eradicating itself from being so
entrenched as part of my every day being. Slowly a leaden burden
was finally being lifted from my shoulders. All I had to do was
channel my energy for the next few minutes in a positive fashion
towards the woman who had given birth to me, to make her feel
loved even if she did not deserve it. I wanted to focus on her
rather than my own needs. From the bottom of my heart, I wished
my mother no suffering, but peace.
We said our goodbyes, gave her husband some money to
help with her medications and I assured her that if I could
I would return one day soon. As I walked towards the front
passenger seat of my stepfather’s car, I looked back. Mother was
determinedly forcing herself to stand, shakily holding onto her
walking frame looking out through the window. In a desperate
and desolate tone that pierced my soul, she called to me, “I love
you, Sieni.”
For over fifty years I had so desperately yearned for my mother
to say those words to me. Every ounce of my being wanted to
rush back into the house, break down the door and wrap my arms
around her, squeezing her. I wanted to give her all the years of
longing to love her in one fell swoop, yet in that same instant I
was completely incapable of independent movement. While my
heart felt as though it might pound clear out of my chest, the rest
of my body couldn’t or wouldn’t respond. I quickly slammed the
car door shut then broke down sobbing like a pathetic little girl
as my stepfather slowly drove away without saying a word.
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“Why are you crying, Mum?” Dayne asked.
I was unable to answer him. How could I explain to my son
that I was crying because today was the first day that my own
mother ever told me that she loved me? How could I tell him
that all my life she sneered at my existence as an embarrassment
for her? Or that I had been abandoned, ignored when her brother
sexually abused me and that she had encouraged and watched
people inflict unimaginable pain and suffering on me? Or that
this was the last I would ever see of my mother?
So, for you to understand my bizarre life and how any of this
came to be, it is necessary to take you back to the very beginning.

xxviii

Chapter 1
A Magical Estate

M

y father’s Auntie Ottilie had a destiny that would impact
hundreds of Samoans from all over the island. As sole
female heir to a vast property, it was Ottilie’s privilege to be
blessed with a substantial income and status when her father
died. She developed her inherited estate into one of the bestknown and most productive enterprises in Samoa. Such was the
impact on hundreds of Samoans who were employed on this
property for many years to come.
At first glance, the estate was aesthetically an idyllic paradise.
Over a hundred lush, fertile acres supported a private and secluded
haven in the rear section of the boundary between Salepouae and
Lotosoa villages in the district of Saleimoa. Recent archaeological
finds date the village as one of the earliest settled and historically
most important parts of the island of Upolu. Beneath the surface
however, lay dark and deadly secrets I would not discover for
many, many years.
Wilhelm Schwalger, who came to the island as an overseer
for a German agricultural company, originally owned the land,
which he settled in 1890. Wilhelm was an industrious worker
who established himself as one of the main farming producers.
For many years he nurtured the estate, the epicentre of his
farming operations, developing it into a unique and remarkable
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place, employing Chinese as well as people from the Melanesian
Islands. Like many Germans, Wilhelm saw opportunities in
Samoa to make money, but found the Samoan people lazy and
unproductive.
Wilhelm was forty-six when he married his first wife
Silafaga, a twenty-seven-year-old Taupou, a ceremonial queen
of her extended family. A woman known as a Taupou is highly
respected and a significant part of a Samoan high chief of king’s
ruling system. They lived on the estate with their five children:
Fritz, August, Ottilie (the only girl), Hans and Martin. The
marriage did not last. Silafaga left the property, taking the two
eldest boys with her. The remaining children stayed with their
father. Later, Wilhelm formed a relationship with Silafaga’s
niece Mafa, a liaison that added two more sons to the Schwalger
clan.
Ottilie inherited the estate without any dispute from her
elder brothers. She was the third eldest child of the family and
without doubt “daddy’s girl.” As such, she was groomed to run
the property. So fierce was her sense of belonging and so powerful
was her pride in her birth right, that after Wilhelm passed,
Ottilie had no compunction whatsoever in unceremoniously
removing her stepmother from what had become solely Ottilie’s
land.
Intermarriage between Samoans and non-Samoans became
commonplace once the indigenous people witnessed the power
and money foreigners brought to this Pacific nation. Samoan
parents encouraged their daughters to marry white men, hoping
the union would bring good luck and prosperity for the future
of their families. The arrival of the famous author Robert Louis
Stevenson and his love for the Samoan people embedded this
belief, many Samoans assuming that all white men were like him.
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When Samoan girls could not catch a European man, they settled
for Chinese men as second best.
Ottilie’s property was surrounded by a thriving plantation
of coconut trees, cocoa and banana plants. In neat rows across
the property, yam and taro plants flourished alongside the
tropical fruit trees of breadfruit and pawpaw (papaya). The
aroma of overripe mango, guava and banana was pungent,
creating a heady, sweet perfume that permeated the whole
estate. This attracted hordes of hungry fruit bats and a
profusion of colourful native birds singing and fighting noisily
over the luscious fruits hanging off the tree branches or rotting
on the ground. The plantation was a sanctuary for the native
animals; in other areas they would have been killed as welcome
food.
The entire estate was encircled by a barbed-wire fence almost
four metres high. The only way in or out was through the highsecurity gates topped with barbed-wire rolls and secured by heavy
chains and locks. The first gate lined up with the outer perimeter
fence, the second was about twenty metres down the driveway
from the main living compound, providing selective entry and
exit.
A small, well-built hut on the right-hand side between the
gates was home to a trusted crusty old local man, who guarded
the gates. There was a pleasant, fully self-contained two-storey
house on the left-hand side, which was a guesthouse for visiting
family and dignitaries. When it was first built, the guesthouse
was occupied by a family member with young children. The
sound of laughter filled what my innocent childish eyes once
saw as a magnificent sanctuary with happy sounds. There was a
melodic joy that resonated, as if heralding this to be heaven on
earth. Directly ahead and founded on a rise, stood a grand and
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majestic white two-storey mansion. This manor had a profusion
of windows to allow light to flood in and invite breezes to cool
the hot, humid Samoan days. The mansion, built in the early
20th century, stood regally overlooking the whole landscape. Far
from being imposing, it seemed to beckon everyone entering this
wondrous paradise.
From the second gate, towards the stately home, family
members and visitors were surrounded by a strikingly beautiful
garden crowded with exotic flowers that thrived in the tropical
climate. This carefully landscaped garden was thronged by multicoloured butterflies that danced in the air as if entertaining the
trees. Child and adult alike would be mesmerised watching this
spectacle of nature. Hidden among the flowers and fruit trees
not far from the outer gate and few meters away from the main
house lay three graves.
During the working week, the powerful aroma of cooking
copra and roasting cocoa beans filled the air, tantalising the
olfactory senses. The fragrant wafts drifted through loud and
distinctive noises from the workers as they bustled about their
daily duties in the copra house. The sound of men labouring
and machines whirring was so intense during harvest time it
created an atmosphere of purpose, excitement and good cheer.
This was a place of majesty and magic, of magnificence and
bounty.
On the other side of the compound fence, in the main field,
women, men and some children tended the soil, humming and
singing in rhythm. Their voices blended with the birds’ chirping
and the swamp of bees lazy buzzing. The snuffling of happy
pigs from a nearby sty seemed to add a rhythm to the agreeable
cacophony. Chickens roamed around the yard showing off their
beautiful plumage while fighting noisily with the native birds
over the ripe fruit that had fallen to the ground. Added to this
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menagerie were ten playful farm dogs of various breeds and
sizes. They were always on guard, protecting the property’s
boundaries. They must have been the best-fed and most-loved
dogs in all of Samoa. Wafting seductively from inside the house
was the mouth-watering aroma of the meals prepared by the
housemaids; this could at times confound the fresh but fecund
smell of the rain forest and bushland wafting in on the island
breezes.
The farm had three vehicles. A large truck parked near
the homestead picked up and dropped off the workers and
transported the farm’s harvest to market or for export. Hiding in
one of the securely locked garages was a priceless old Mercedes
Benz, a stately saloon awaiting the next opportunity to grace
the light of day. The other sedan was a working car for daily
tasks.
To me this was a purely magical place, a symphony for the
senses. It was a place you could look forward to visiting and never
want to leave. The beauty, energising aromas and vibrant sounds
beckoned and enveloped mind, body and soul. Never did I want
to depart from all the bounty it had to offer.
In that paradise of a plantation, once worked a pretty, petite
maid in her twenties whose headstrong character of Samoan
and Chinese heritage made her a standout among the staff. Her
name was Melekihna Ah Sam, from the village of Tuanai and
she was considered lucky and privileged to have found work at
the Schwalger estate. As her name was too long for most, it was
shortened to Mele. Mele was an excellent cook, specialising in
the island’s now diverse cuisine. Exhibiting high morals, she
became a trusted employee and it was not long before Ottilie
promoted her to manager of the household. These two women
became such good friends that Mele’s life started to completely
revolve around Ottilie’s desires. When she was not on duty,
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the madam of the estate missed her so much she would make
any excuse just to have Mele at her side. Ottilie was heard to
say, “I have many family and friends but none I could trust like
Mele.”
They were an odd couple to be sure: a rich matron and an
illiterate maid from an impoverished family who did not even
own shoes, the friendship was based on trust, mutual admiration
and perhaps a small measure of fear.
Mele was fascinated by Ottilie’s adventurous life, her beauty,
her sense of style, her many fine shoes, clothes, jewellery and
belongings, but most of all she was intrigued by her influential
friends. Ottilie was well educated, worldly, and fluent in Samoan,
English and German. She was sophisticated and a no-nonsense,
ruthless businesswoman who also enjoyed entertaining and
partying a little too much. Mele became well accustomed to
seeing her mistress become intoxicated and aggressive. At other
times Ottilie could be profoundly generous, giving away money
and belongings from drunken exuberance, only to sheepishly
request the gifts be returned the next day.
The two women’s relationship came to an abrupt end when
Mele fell in love and eloped from the estate with Ta’ateo, a local
man from Salepouae village. Ta’ateo was one of Ottilie’s most
reliable copra workers. In the harvest season, Ta’ateo and the
other men spent weeks at the plantation, tending the furnace
around the clock so that the copra was baked at the correct
temperature and did not burn. Due to the volume of money at
stake for the Schwalger enterprise, there were only a few select
workers trusted with the task. Exercising both prudence and
foresight, those trusted workers were all fed from the main house
to guarantee they didn’t stray, thereby ensuring the operation
ran without hindrance. It was this prudence and foresight that
paved the way for Mele and Ta’ateo’s affair to begin. Ottilie
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never suspected a thing until the couple had eloped. To say her
departure came as a shock would be to damn with faint praise
the impact losing Mele had. Ottilie had lost her most honest
and trusted friend, not to mention one of her best workers.
Ottilie was convinced that Mele was too young to marry and
too good for Ta’ateo. She was both furious and deeply hurt by
what she saw as a betrayal of her trust and friendship. Her fury
and rage were so fierce she attempted to have Ta’ateo thrown
in jail on some trumped-up charge, accusing him of stealing
coconuts and goods from the farm when he left. She relented
and dropped the charges when she discovered that Mele was
pregnant.
Many years would pass before Ottilie finally forgave Mele.
When she returned, begging for a job in the fields to help feed
her now family of ten, Ottilie could not refuse her. By then the
mistress of the manor had just married her second husband,
Bentzen, and the plantation was booming. Over the years that
followed, most of Mele’s children were offered work at the farm
to help with their schooling. The environment was so abundant
and welcoming that some of those children continued working
there when they finished school. For extended family members
to be employed under one roof was rare in Samoa.
Mele understood how fortunate she was. From the moment
of her return she would demonstrate her gratitude with loyalty
and diligence unsurpassed among Ottilie’s staff. It wasn’t until her
daughter, Amilaina, gave birth to a baby girl and was unable to
care for her child that Mele resigned. The year was 1961 and this
time Ottilie, while again lamenting Mele’s loss, was more than
understanding and supportive.
Amilaina took the opportunity to be free of responsibility
for her baby girl by leaving to find a new life in American Samoa,
taking her older daughter Agnes (from a previous relationship)
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with her. In American Samoa, Amilaina married a Tokelauan
man named Sinafoa. In those days, the Tokelau Island was
under the umbrella and protection of New Zealand, which
meant the people and their families could obtain residence
visas easily, and that was a prospect Amilaina intended not to
jeopardise.
Amilaina’s girl child held a very special place in Ottilie’s
life and her heart, and not solely because she was Mele’s
granddaughter. The infant girl had been fathered by her favourite
nephew Karl Schwalger, conceived during a torrid affair when
Amilaina worked at the estate. Karl had been a constant visitor
and was like a son to Ottilie. Although they were both single and
in their early twenties, marriage was never on Karl’s mind. This
dashed Amilaina’s dreams for a fairy-tale life, far removed from
village toil and drudgery. She was forced to return to her village
in a cloud of shame and hopelessness. While Ottilie supported
Mele’s decision to leave, she bound her with a verbal agreement:
Mele would take good care of this little girl, and in return Ottilie
would support the child financially. Ottilie’s one demand was
for the little girl to be delivered to Ottilie’s estate on her tenth
birthday, to be brought up where Ottilie felt the child rightly
belonged.
I was that little girl.
I was named Sieni by my mother before she handed me
to Mele, my grandmother. Sieni is Samoan for Jane, which is
what Ottilie preferred to call me. For some reason Ottilie always
favoured the Anglicised version of my name. I was instructed to
refer to her as “Auntie Tilie.” It would be many years before I
found out the truth of my conception, my relationship to Ottilie
and to the Schwalger family.
Through my childish eyes, my Auntie’s estate was a magical
paradise. It was a place where I could lie on the manicured green
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grass of the front garden watching rainbows and white clouds
drift by though as if they were heading off somewhere majestic
and mysterious. The air was filled with colourful butterflies,
some landing on my toes if I kept still long enough. During
those days of innocence it didn’t occur to me to question the
sense of not being alone, of thinking I saw something out of
the corner of my eye only to turn and find nothing there, or of
swearing that on occasion I’d seen something odd sweep past
me.
The estate overflowed with the aroma of roses and other
exotic flowers, a far sweeter scent than was found in my village.
I had been visiting frequently since I was a toddler, and on every
occasion I was spoiled with treats and candies. This was a place I
went to receive gifts of shoes and nice dresses. Money and food
were handed to me without having to work for them. I could have
anything I wanted. From a young age I learned there was greener
and sweeter life of abundance and plenty just over the rainbow,
or at least through the walls surrounding Ottilie’s property. This
was in sharp contrast to the hardship of village life I had known
since birth. I was tantalised and tempted with its sweet riches
for fleeting moments, only to return to servitude and subsistence
before the sun sank once more.
I now know it was also the reason why my grandmother had
no option but to agree to Auntie Tilie’s deal, though she knew
the dark and sinister truths that lurked beneath the surface of
this apparently idyllic estate. She knew Ottilie’s true nature,
and secretly my grandmother had no intention of fulfilling
her part of the bargain. Our family was poor and I happened
to be the golden goose, the little girl with the magic wand to
help the family in an instance whenever they were desperate
for food and money. My grandmother had vainly hoped that by
the time I turned ten, her financial struggle might be over and
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none of us would need to deal with the money lady anymore.
She also believed my mother would send for me to live with her
and her family in New Zealand before Auntie Tilie came for
me. It was a very dangerous game Mele was playing; she was
well aware there would be a terrible price to pay if it all went
wrong.
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